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Introduction

 An oceanologic survey of the Wallis lagoon has been undertaken with financial 
and scientific help of :

 IFRECOR (French Initiative for Coral Reefs), 

 M.O.M. (Ministry of Overseas Territories) 

 O.N.E.R.C. (National Observatory of Climate Studies and Research).

 SENV (Service of the Environment of Wallis and Futuna)

 It’s a part of a long term shore survey program on Wallis and Futuna  for  the 
definition of an adaptation strategy to sea level rise, due to the global warming, 

 It is also part of the GIZC [Integrated Coastal Areas Management] as defined by 
the guidelines of the French Ministry of Sustainable Development.



Location

 Wallis archipelago is a French overseas Territory lying in the South West 
Pacific at 13 ° 16‘ South , 176 ° 15‘ West, 2100 km far from New Caledonia, in 
the north east.



Wallis islands

 The main island, Uvea, is 15 km 
long and 6 km wide.

 It is surrounded by a continuous 
barrier reef that stretches for 24 
km in the north-south direction 
and 15 km in an east-west 
direction.



Wallis lagoon

 The barrier reef borders a 
lagoon with a width of 3 to 5 km 

 It has an average depth of 

20 m and pits where it exceeds 50 m.

 This lagoon is open to the ocean

in four passes ;

one in the south 

 Honikulu (30 m depth)

three in the western part

 Avatolu, (10 m - 15 m depth)

 Fuga Uvea (10 m - 15 m depth)

 Fatumanini. (10 m - 15 m depth)
Honikulu

Fatumanini

Fuga Uvea

Avatolu





Tides and waves gauge recorder SBE 26

 Various instruments have been used:

 A tide and wave gauge recorder SBE 26 from
Seabird Electronic

 installed on a static reference station at
Mata Utu (main harbour) at a depth of 6.66 
meters for the survey of and sea water 
temperatur,e waves, tides, and sea level
variations.

 Tides are measured at various intervals from
5 to 20 minutes, depending on the accuracy
needed and memory endurance.

 Waves bursts are acquired every 3 hours at a 
step of  0.5 s for 1024 to 2048 points during
about 8.5 to 17 minutes.



Acoustic Dopler Current Profiler

 An acoustic Doppler Current
Profiler Nortek 600 kHz, recording
current speeds and directions 
through the water column. 

 It also records sea water 
temperature, hydrostatic pressure 
and directional swells.

 This device has been set up in the 
passes (channels) and inside the 
lagoon



Acoustic Dopler Current Profiler

 ADCP records the motion of 
particles passing through «cells» 
in 3D :  

 Cells are defined by :
 their thickness
 their distance to the acoustic

source

 Conversion of the signal gives
current speeds and directions for 
each cell and sample

 Sampling interval may change 
depending on memory and 
battery endurance. 

 Intervals have been set up  from
10 to 30 minutes depending on the  
lasting of the session and 
precision needed



A WTW 197i field conductimeter

 It is used for profiling T/S   through depth in the lagoon down to 60 meters



Devices bases

The devices are set on their bases by Enelio Liufau, a scuba diver
from the Service de l’Environnement of Wallis and data  are 
collected every 3 months. 



Meteorological data

 Our oceanic records database is completed and 
correlated with recordings of meteorological  
services or models outputs such as : 

 Meteo France Nouvelle-Caledonie for the 
meteorological data at Hihifo weather station 
(Wallis airport) and Mapo’opo weather station in 
Futuna (Malae).

 The  CEPMMT models  for  winds and waves 
prevision (previously).



External data on server or program

Our oceanic databases are completed and correlated with data 
from international oceanographic services  and models 
outputs  such as: 

SHOM (Service Océanologique et Océanographique de la 
Marine) for  tide forecast. 

Mercator Ocean research program of observation and 
prevision of a numeric models of the global ocean for 
temperature, salinity,  currents, El nino forecast, [M. Gasc].

CNES Aviso Oceanobs for sea level variations from remote 
sensing observations [F. Mertz].

Iowaga IFREMER a world wide ocean model based on 
WaveWatch III program coupled with the 
International Meteorological Organization for the sea state 
and winds of the global ocean.  [F. Ardhuin].

WebTide from the Office des Pêches du Canada 



International computer science litterature and 
programs

 C.S.I.R.O. 

 B.O.M.

 N.I.W.A.

 University of British Columbia 

 University of Rimouski 

 Mathworks file Exchange

 SEAMAT 

 LEGOS

 Pêches et Océan Canada

 CETMEF

 IGN

 IRD

 All authors are thanked as: Pr. Rich Pawlowicz’s, Pr. Urs Neumeier, Pr. James Kirby, Pr. Fengyang Shi , 
Pr. René Bonnefille, Pr. Jean Bougis, Fabrice Ardhuin, Trevor Mac Dougall, Paul Barker, Gerd 
Masselink, Marjj Puitonen, and a lot of others … 



Two examples of what we have observed will be submitted:

• Sea water temperature variations during seasonal changes 

• Evaluation of the circulation balance through the passes





Temperatures
Mata Utu harbour tide station

• plot of sea water temperatures at Mata Utu station for one year records [06-2006 –
06-2007], follows more or less the seasonal temperature variations of the ocean.  

• dispersion of extrema is quite important : 5 °C  (4.960 °C ) 

• the maximum temperature exceed 31 °C considered as critical for corals but  this 
doesn't seems to have any incidence locally (no coral bleaching)

Maximum temperature (°C) 31,4  

Minimum temperature (°C) 26,5

Average temperature (°C) 29,1



Ocean temperature variations 

Animation of gridded temperatures of the SW Pacific for one year session at Mata Utu
station from may 2006 to june 2007 (http://www.mercator-ocean.fr).

Wallis

mercator_anim_fast.gif


Ocean temperature variations 

• State of sea surface temperatures of the SW Pacific in May 2006. Position of the 
« warm pool » southerly

Wallis



Ocean temperature variations 

Wallis

• Mercator Ocean south pacific grid show that sea water mean level may present
important variations with time as Wallis is on the south side of the « warm pool ». 



Comparison of temperatures at Mata Utu stations and Honikulu passe - summer session 0409

Temperatures inside the lagoon

Comparison of temperatures at Mata Utu station and Fatumanini passe – winter session 0907

Comparison of temperatures inside the lagoon and in the passes; oceanic 
waters are more stable than the lagoon ones; cooler in summer, warmer in 
winter, due to a greater thermic inertia of the ocean.





Two methods are used for the data processing of the 
recordings from the ADCP Nortek :

 a comprehensive statistical analysis for all data in a 
session, regardless of the time, 

 a detailed analysis based on tide cycles, either neap tide or 
spring tide

Data processing



Comprehensive statistical analysis

Current speeds at Avatolu passe  from the Nortek software ExploreP

contour plot

time series

temperature

Hydrostatic

pressure



Comprehensive statistical analysis

Current directions at Avatolu passe  from Nortek software ExploreP

contour plot

time series

temperature

Hydrostatic

pressure



Comprehensive statistical analysis

 C1

 C3

 C5

speeds            directions          scatterplot rose



Detailed statistical analysis

This analysis is organized according to the 6 hours and to the 15 
days tidal cycles:

 The 6 hours basic cycle is decomposed in six tidal hours which lasts 
differently from a tide to another. 

 This division let us establish a statistical table of speeds and direction for each 
tide hour category as; HT+1, HT+2, HT+3, ..., HT+5, LT, ...  

 The analysis is valid for a short period of 3 to 5 days  and concerns a series of 
records of neap tide or spring tide  



 A gui has been programmed to select records for a short time (3 to 5 days) and 
for a level. (cell 1)

 Data processing is launched for the selected data 

 The results are tables, graphs, plots and animations presented after

Data processing



Data processing

Speed and directions 
curves of selected data 
are sampled for each
tide hour

LT+1, LT+2, LT+3,…HT, 
Or  
HT+1, HT+2, HT+3,…LT

Selected data are 
processed to creates
statistics tables and 
plots

This operation is made 
for each cell ad for two
type of tide ; spring tide
or neap tide



Graphics

Various graphics are plotted to illustrate events

spring tides rose

scatterplot vectors

neap tide rose

triggers



Animations for Avatolu passe 

Graphics

Scatterplots of currents vectors, for three hours after low tide (flow) and  three hours after
high tide (ebb )

Flow

Ebb



Relation of current speeds and directions with tides level

Speeds

Directions

Tides level

Graphics



Graphics

Example of speed and direction curves of currents during neap tide at Avatolu passe 
(note the lack of south east directions for a few days).

Speeds

Directions

Tide level



Standard results : tables 

Data processing



Standard results : scatterplots

Data processing



Graphics

Examples of difference between spring tide and neap tide circulation at Avatolu passe.

Scatterplots of sampled current vectors
in spring tide

Scatterplots of sampled vectors
currents in neap tide



Animations of 3D current vectors at Avatolu passes 

Animations



Observation of hydrological regimes in the three passes were analysed : 
results of Honikulu, Fuga Uvea and Avatolu show great similarity. This 
leads us to define a global hydrological scheme according to the type of 
tide: 

 in spring tides, currents flows in the channels following a classical 
scheme with an incoming current during the flow and an outward 
current during the ebb. The greater the maximum tidal level is, the higher 
are the speeds 

 in neap tide, there is a continual drain from the lagoon to the 
ocean. During ebbing time currents flow outward normally, but during 
flow time it only slow down in the same direction and stop at high 
tide. There is a persistent emptying process for several successive days.



Assessment of circulation

With the aim to compute an assessment of circulation two
methods have been used

 a computation for one tide cycle (neap or spring tide)

a computation for the whole session



Assessment of circulation

As currents are oriented
narrowly in the axis of 
the channel, current
vectors may be projected
on this axis

A positive sign is
attributed to the flow 
direction and a negative
one to the ebb direction. 

New diagrams are 
plotted for projected
vectors

Either for one tide cycle 
or for the whole session 



Assessment of circulation

 Projected currents on channel axis for each tide hour and two types of tide ; 
spring tide and neap tide for a whole tide cycle (12 tide hours).

spring tide

neap tide

One tide cycle 



Assessment of circulation

 Comparison of the circulation balance between spring tide and neap tide



Assessment of circulation

In order to quantify the phenomenon, a computation of the circulation balance 
was made for the entire duration of a tidal cycle, according to the formula below (1).

A positive sign is assigned to the current flow and a negative sign to the ebb 
current.



Assessment of circulation

Projected currents on channel axis for each tide hour and  for a whole session -
Avatolu passe - session 0610 – cell C3  

spring tide

neap tide

spring tide



Assessment of circulation

Global budget of circulation for each cell and for a whole session at Avatolu
channel, session 0610. 



Comparison of the circulation budget between spring tides and neap tides leads 
to the conclusion that the circulation budget was oriented offshore even during 
spring tide  

This indicates that the waves breaking over the barrier reef plays an important 
role in the circulation in the lagoon, even if currents speed is more dependant of 
the tide amplitude than of the waves height 

Measurements taken in the inner part of the lagoon shown that currents were 
weak and not oriented significantly most of the time.

This seems to indicate also that circulation occurs mainly along the barrier reef 

This could have some implication on biological process as fish reproduction and 
fixation of larvae's of benthic species.



Web map server 

Maps and data are available on a web server at the university of New Caledonia, at
adress http://grimm.univ-nc.nc/geoportail/ Then choose wallis on the map



Web map server 

 You get a GIS of Wallis on the browser 



Web map server 

 Choose layers to add in the menus as: stations, road, buildings, … 



Web map server 

 for example the marine stations are displayed as red spots 



Web map server 

while clicking on the red spots, you can choose data and reports to download



Thank you for your attention




